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RIME: US/NASA/JPL Role 

NASA is contributing to the following areas: 

  Science (Co-PI and Co-Is) 

  System Engineering 

  Radio Frequency (RF) Subsystem  
•  Receiver will be designed and built in-house at JPL 
•  Transmitter and associated electronics as a subcontract to 

University of Iowa  

  Mission Assurance 
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Orbital Subsurface Sounding 

(5) volcanic stratigraphy, (6) shallow ice bodies, and (7)
potential shallow water accumulations.

2. Radar Sounding
2.1. Principles

[10] The basic principles of radar sounding are straight-
forward and are sketched in Figure 1. The radar transmitter
generates a high-power pulse, which is radiated by the
antenna toward the Martian surface. As discussed in the
Introduction, the surface will reflect some of the energy
back toward the sounder, typically with a strong ‘‘quasi-
specular’’ behavior due to mirror-like reflections from parts
of the surface tilted toward the sensor [Hagfors, 1964].
Some of the energy impinging on the surface will be
transmitted to the subsurface and will then travel toward
the next reflecting interface, undergoing attenuation by the
material as it propagates. When this signal encounters the
second dielectric interface, some of it will be returned
toward the sounder and the remainder will be transmitted
further downward. In principle, due to transmission and
attenuation losses, the returns from the subsurface should be
much weaker than those of the surface.
[11] In order to transmit enough energy from the antenna

to the surface, the transmitted waveform must be spread
over a much longer period than that which corresponds to
the desired time resolution. The longer pulse must then be
‘‘compressed’’ after reflection to recover the desired reso-
lution and to isolate weak subsurface returns that are close
to the strong surface echo. SHARAD employs a linearly-
varying, frequency-modulated signal, or ‘‘chirp,’’ to achieve
small effective pulse lengths with adequate incident power.
This use of a linear frequency modulated signal can,
however, produce sidelobes that limit the subsurface detec-
tion capability of the radar (e.g., Figure 1c).

[12] The first observed echo is the strong return from the
surface, which decays rapidly with time delay. Topographic
features away from the nadir track will contribute unwanted
‘‘clutter’’ power at longer delays. The strength of subsurface
returns generally decreases as the depth of the reflecting
interface increases, until finally the signals are lost in a
combination of surface clutter and/or cosmic radio noise.
The detection of an isolated subsurface feature is therefore
dependent upon the strength of that particular subsurface
return clearly rising above both the overall noise level of the
system and the level of near-nadir and off-nadir surface
returns arriving at the same time.
[13] Therefore, to assess the expected performance of a

Martian radar sounder, all of the following factors must be
evaluated:
[14] 1. The reflectivity of the surface and the subsurface

as a function of the expected material composition and
interface characteristics.
[15] 2. The effect of the ionosphere. A Martian-orbiting

radar sounder operating at a frequency of few MHz can
expect a significant drop in performance due to the iono-
sphere, while even in the SHARAD frequency range (15–
25MHz) therewill besomeeffectsduringdaytimesounding.
[16] 3. The level of noise from the receiver system and

the background environment.
[17] 4. The level of clutter echoes, which in turn are

dependent on the surface topography.
[18] An example of the behavior of sounder echoes is

shown in Figure 2 [Peeples et al., 1978] and is based on the
data taken by the Apollo Lunar Sounder Experiment, a
pioneering sounder operated on board the Apollo 17 Com-
mand and Service Module in 1972.
[19] The first surface reflection echoes of the sounder can

be also processed to give estimates of the average height,
roughness and reflection coefficient of the surface layer by

Figure 1. Principle of operation of a radar sounder. (a) Ground resolution is a function of range to
surface (cross-track) and Doppler shift of returned signal (along-track). (b) Hypothetical example of
subsurface reflector at depth d and passing through material of real dielectric constant er. (c) Hypothetical
radar trace showing weak subsurface signal in the presence of a strong surface return. The subsurface
reflection is slightly stronger than the sidelobes (at the same time delay) associated with the surface
reflection.
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  Surface clutter is generated by 
off-nadir echoes caused by 
su r face t opog raphy and 
roughness. 

 
  H i g h v a l u e s o f s u r f a c e 

roughness can degrade the 
quality of the sounding data: 

 
•  Introduction of surface clutter 

from large facets off-nadir. 

•  Loss of the coherency during 
passage of the wave across 
the rough surface 

Surface Roughness and Clutter  
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RIME: Heritage 

  RIME is based on a solid heritage from successful radar 
sounders operating at Mars: 

•  Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionospheric 
Sounding (MARSIS) on-board ESA’s Mars Express S/C. 

•  SHAllow RADar (SHARAD) on-board NASA’s Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter.  

  Many of the members of the RIME team have been involved 
with MARSIS and/or SHARAD. 
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MARSIS Radargram"
South Polar Layered Deposits (SPLD)"

500 km"

MARSIS Data"

MOLA Topo"
Nadir groundtrack"

SPLD surface"

Basal interface"

50 µs"

•  Base of SPLD detected at thickest point: 3.7 km depth."
•  Low loss / strong reflection indicate greater penetration is possible."
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SHARAD Mars North Polar Deposits 

!
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Earth Example 
Water Interface – Lake Vostok 

60 MHz Univ. of Texas Institute of Geophysics HiCARS radar"



SHARAD Data"

Clutter simulation"

SHARAD: Ice-rich lobate aprons"
Distinguishing subsurface from clutter echoes"



SHARAD Data"



Clutter simulation"
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Main Instrument Parameter Parameter Values 
Transmitted central frequency (MHz) 9 

Antenna type Dipole 

Optimal antenna length (m) 16 m baseline (other lengths TBC) 

Peak radiated power (W) 10 

Stand-by power with cont. (W) 13.3 

Avg. power during sounding with cont. (W) 25.1 

Peak power (W) 25.1 

Penetration depth (km) As deep as 9 

Chirp length (µs) 50 - 100 

Vertical resolution in ice (m) 30 - 90 

Cross-track resolution (km) 2 - 10 

Along-track resolution (km) 0.3 - 1.0 

Instrument modes Off, Initialisation, Stand-by, Safe, Measurement 

Operative modes Calibration, Raw data, On-board processing 

RIME: Instrument Data-Sheet 

12 
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RIME: Block Diagram 
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1.  Characterize Ganymede as a planetary object and possible habitat. 
2.  Explore Europa’s recently active zones.  
3.  Study Callisto as a remnant of the early Jovian system. 

JUICE: Scientific Objectives for Icy Satellites 
 

Europa 

Ganymede Callisto 
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1.  Characterize Ganymede as a planetary object and possible habitat 
a.  Characterize the ice shell (GB) 
b.  Formation of surface features and search for past and present activity (GD) 
c.  Global composition, distribution, evolution of surface materials (GE) 

 
2.  Explore Europa’s recently active zones  

a.  Determine the composition of the non-ice material, especially as related to 
habitability (EA) 

b.  Look for liquid water under the most active sites (EB) 
 
3.  Study Callisto as a remnant of the early Jovian system 

a.  Characterize the outer shells, including the ocean (CA) 
b.  Determine the composition of the non-ice material (CB) 
c.  Study the past activity (CC) 

 

JUICE: Scientific Objectives for Icy Satellites 
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  JUICE ground tracks on Ganymede during which the spacecraft is 
completely screened from Jovian radio emission.  

  Ground tracks for the 500 km orbit phase are shown in blue, and those for 
the 200 km orbit are shown in red 

 

Characterize Ganymede as a Planetary Object and 
Possible Habitat  

 
RIME � Part I  � Instrument Scientific and Technical Plan Page: 17/40 
 

  
 
 

 

Tab. 1.2 Examples of RIME parameters for several sounding configurations. 
Radar mode High vertical resolution mode Low vertical resolution mode 
Phase Flyby Phase Orbital Phase Orbital Phase 
Profiling depth (km) 9 4 9 
Pulse repetition frequency (MHz) 500 400 200 
Chirp bandwidth (MHz) 3.0 3.0 1.0 
Chirp length (µs) 100 50 100 
Receiver window length(µs) 226 117 226 
Pre-summing factor 1 8 2 
Data rate (kbps) 2400 250 216 

1.3.3 Coverage  
Jupiter radio emission can be expected to interfere with RIME data acquisition, as noted in SRD Sec. 4.4.2. 

Thus it is assumed that the radar will operate on the anti-Jovian hemisphere of its target and only when Jupiter 
is completely hidden behind the observed body. For Ganymede, the resulting maximum potential coverage 
satisfying this condition is shown in Fig. 1.8. 

 
Fig. 1.8 Plot of those JUICE ground tracks on Ganymede during which the S/C is completely screened from 
Jovian radio emission. Ground tracks for the 500 km orbit phase are shown in blue, and those for the 200 km 
orbit are shown in red. Box indicates the location of Fig. 1.3. 

While the accessible region is less than 50% of the Ganymede surface, Fig. 1.3 shows that it contains all the 
major terrain types identified on Ganymede. For this reason it is anticipated that RIME will meet all of the 
scientific goals for Ganymede by dense mapping of the anti-Jovian region. 

��!� $�!����#���!�	������#�������"�#��(��#�����!�����"����"$�"$!�����������#!�����!�'��"�����"#!$�#$!�"�
down to a few kilometres (maximum depth from 1 to 9 km depending on the crust properties), with better than 
50-����!������"������)���"����#����!��#�������!��#�����%��������&�#��#���������$���#�#������#�&�"���""�����#��
determine the minimum number and duration of observations producing coverage of the area highlighted in 
red in Fig. 1.8 satisfying the 50 km spacing requirement. The total duration of observations is found to be 
around 64 hours distributed over approximately one hundred orbits. We considered the example of data 
volume for the radar sounder of approximately 40 Gb reported in Fig. 5-�� ��� #��� 
�	��� (�����&�����)��
Dividing the available data volume by the total observation time, it is found that the average data rate 
produced by RIME during observations must be around 230 kbps to achieve the required coverage with 40 Gb 
data volume. This data rate falls within the range of possible data rates for RIME, and thus demonstrates that 
RIME can meet the coverage requirement with this order of magnitude of data volume, although careful 
planning and optimization of observations will be required. Of course, it is desirable to have allocated a larger 
data volume to ease the operational task of obtaining the required coverage. 
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  While the region accessible to RIME observations is less than 50% of 
Ganymede’s surface, it contains all the major terrain types. 

Characterize Ganymede as a Planetary Object and 
Possible Habitat  

!
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possible fault geometry of parallel ridged terrain in Uruk Sulcus 
Pappalardo et al. (1998) 

 

Characterize Ganymede as a Planetary Object and 
Possible Habitat  

288 PAPPALARDO ET AL.

FIG. 6. Idealized morphological predictions of horst-and-graben-style normal faulting. Neighboring faults dip antithetically, producing a series
of relatively upraised horsts and downdropped graben. From Pappalardo and Greeley (1995), copyright by the American Geophysical Union.

3.2. Parallel Ridged Terrain ridges of the PRT2 unit suggests that they are somewhat
asymmetric, with the darker face having a shallower dip3.2.1. Morphology of parallel ridged terrain. Well- than the bright face.defined sets of stratigraphically high ridges and grooves Small ridges in units PRT1 and PRT2 (e.g., J of Fig. 7)have been termed ‘‘parallel ridged terrain’’ (PRT) by appear to be convex in cross section with cuspate darkSenske et al. (1997 and submitted). Figure 7 illustrates the troughs between them. These small ridges are concentratedtype example of this grooved terrain style, unit PRT1. Unit along the northeastern edge of the PRT1 groove lane (Fig.PRT2 was imaged in stereo (Fig. 4), and this morphologic 7), and they also occur interspersed within the large trian-and topographic information is also critical to our charac- gular ridges. Their morphology and scale is similar to theterization and interpretation of this style of grooved ter- small-scale lineations and ridges of lineated grooved ter-rain. In both the PRT1 and PRT2 units, ridges and troughs rain (described above), and the small-scale lineations ofoccur in NW–SE trending lanes. striated terrain (see Fig. 10).Stereo imaging reveals both large and small ‘‘Galileo-

3.2.2. Domino tilt block model. The morphologies ofscale’’ ridges and troughs in unit PRT2, superimposed on
the large ridges which characterize the parallel ridged ter-broader ‘‘Voyager-scale’’ topography, as described in Sec-
rain offer an important clue to the origin of this groovedtion 2.2 above. The stereo data demonstrate that large
terrain type. Consideration of the cross-sectional morphol-Galileo-scale ridges and troughs are of roughly equal
ogies predicted from candidate formational processeswidth, with no topographic break between. As demon-
shows that ridges of triangular to rounded cross sectionstrated by the stereo data, these large ridges (e.g., E of
are limited to formation by low-viscosity fissure eruptions,Fig. 7) are triangular to somewhat rounded in cross section,
by a particular style of folding, or by tilt-block (‘‘domino’’and in the Uruk Sulcus region they are typically comprised
or ‘‘bookshelf ’’) style normal faulting. The ‘‘close-packed’’of a bright western face and top and a darker eastern face.
or sawtooth-like spacing of the ridges and troughs (i.e.,They are relatively continuous along their lengths. The
ridge width � trough width, with no topographic break inlarge ridges generally terminate along their trend through
between) and the V-shaped morphology of troughs com-decrease in width and height, tapering noticeably (F of
bine to further limit the likely formation model to tilt-Fig. 7); some terminate along their trends by merging into
block normal faulting (cf. Pappalardo and Greeley 1995).neighboring ridges (G of Fig. 7). Large ridges are separated
The merging and tapering termination styles of ridges alsoby dark-bottomed, generally V-shaped troughs (H of Fig.
match predictions of tilt-block style normal faulting.7). Marked asymmetry is not apparent in large ridges of

the PRT1 unit, but stereo data over the large triangular Figure 8 shows the idealized predictions of tilt-block

290 PAPPALARDO ET AL.

FIG. 8. Idealized predictions of tilt-block-style normal faulting. Ridges are roughly triangular in cross section, with a tilted face and a faulted
face. Faults generally share a common facing direction. From Pappalardo and Greeley (1995), copyright by the American Geophysical Union.

ymede’s parallel ridged terrain, it is uncertain which sur- faults may form as extension proceeds. The spacing of
face of the large triangular ridge represents the faulted domino-style tilt blocks is predicted to be proportional to
face. For a modest degree of extensional strain (a few tens the thickness of the faulted layer (Vendeville et al. 1987,
of percent or less), the faulted face of a tilt block is pre- Mandl 1987); thus, finer-scale faults within parallel ridged
dicted to be steeper than the backtilted face (Wernicke and terrain might have formed where the faulted layer was
Burchfiel 1982). Greater extension would produce roughly relatively thin.
symmetrical blocks, and at very high strains (approaching

3.2.3. Boundary relationships. Relationships along the100%), the faulted face can become the shallower one.
margins of the parallel ridged terrain elucidate the originCollins et al. (1998a) determine a minimum extensional
of these grooved terrain units (Fig. 9). Figures 9b and 9cstrain of �50% across unit PRT2. This implies that the
show that the density of fractures (dark lineations markingsteeper (brighter) faces of these ridges are more likely to
topographic lows) trending parallel to the PRT1 and PRT2represent the faulted faces. This scenario is consistent with
ridges falls off rapidly beyond the margins of the PRTthe idea that bright material might represent bright subsur-
units. Some incipient fractures are observed to splinter theface material exposed in fault scarps; however, as discussed
adjacent, more heavily cratered PLT units. Most notably,above, it is unlikely that all bright regions are fault expo-
in Fig. 9c, several splays of a prominent structure trendingsures of bright material, as the orientation of bright slopes
subparallel to structures of the PRT2 unit can be seen tois too highly consistent over the entire imaged region.
transect the preexisting PLT2 unit. Along the boundariesThe small ridges within the parallel ridged terrain may
of the PMRT units (Figs. 9a and 9d), the margins of thehave formed through imbrication of originally larger blocks
PRT units are clearly marked by scarps that truncate thein regions of relatively great extensional strain. As a dom-
older PMRT units. Figure 9d shows that preexisting topog-ino fault zone extends, faults can rotate into such shallow
raphy of unit PMRT is exposed in cross section along theorientations that they become unfavorable for continued
faulted boundary, like a celery stalk chopped at an angle.motion; new faults can form to allow extension to continue
We interpret the pinch-and-swell morphology of the(Morton and Black 1975, Proffett 1977, Wernicke 1992).
bounding bright material as a bounding fault-line scarpImbrication of blocks can also occur as progressive rotation
(a fault scarp modified somewhat by mass wasting), itscauses originally vertical tension fractures to rotate into
undulations reflecting variations in the original topographyorientations that make them favorable for fault motion

(Angelier and Colleta 1983). In these ways, finer scale of unit PMRT2. Correlation can be seen between dark
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FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of possible fault geometry in lanes of parallel ridged terrain in Uruk Sulcus, roughly to scale. The longer
wavelength of topography represents ‘‘Voyager-scale’’ ridges and troughs, and ‘‘Galileo-scale’’ ridges and troughs are superimposed. Voyager-scale
blocks may be associated with extensional necking of the lithosphere, and large-scale shear zones (dotted; marked with half arrows) are envisioned
as reaching to the brittle–ductile transition (dashed). Large Galileo-scale structures are depicted as concentrating on Voyager-scale ridges, and
small Galileo-scale as concentrating in Voyager-scale grooves; the latter expected to be regions of greatest extension, thinning, and imbrication of
the brittle lithosphere. Hanging wall rollover is depicted along the breakaway margin (left), and a possible progression is shown to more highly
imbricated fault blocks in the distal region of the rift zone (right). The geometry of Galileo-scale domino blocks at depth is highly uncertain, but
they may sole out on a detachment surface such as the brittle–ductile transition, or perhaps a subsurface dark terrain boundary.

Section 3.2.3 above, this geometry may account for the its base by a preexisting mechanical discontinuity. If so, the
brittle–ductile transition is a candidate fault detachmentprominent marginal trough in parallel ridged terrain unit
surface. Alternatively, if cryovolcanism occurred early inPRT2, along the boundary with unit PLT2 (Figs. 5 and
the history of grooved terrain, then faults might detach9c). Topographic analysis of the Uruk Sulcus stereo data
along the base of a cryovolcanic unit. Galileo imaging ofindicates that Voyager-scale ridges of unit PRT2 tend to
dark terrain in Galileo Regio suggests that dark materialbe somewhat asymmetric, with their steeper sides generally
forms a thin veneer on the surface of Ganymede’s darkfacing away from the inferred breakaway margin (Giese
terrain (Prockter et al. 1998), and such a layer could poten-et al. 1998). Furthermore, unit PRT1 shows a noticeable
tially form a mechanical discontinuity that would allowconcentration of large ridges on one side of the groove
bright terrain to extend and fault above it.lane, and small ridges on the other (Fig. 7). A prominent

bounding groove is not apparent in unit PRT1, but the
6. CONCLUSIONSboundary with unit PMRT3 to its southwest (Fig. 9a) is

more abrupt than the boundary with unit PLT1 to the
Galileo high-resolution observations of grooved terrainnortheast (Fig. 9b); therefore, the southwestern boundary

in Uruk Sulcus have provided a wealth of informationof unit PRT1 (opposite the concentration of small ridges)
regarding the nature, origin, and evolution of grooved ter-is the more likely to represent the breakaway margin of
rain on Ganymede, testing Voyager-based models of itsthis unit.
origin. The principal conclusions of this study are asFigure 13 is a representation of faulting across a lane of
follows.parallel ridged terrain which accounts for the morphologi-

cal and topographical characteristics described above. At 1. Contrast variations in the Uruk Sulcus images are
the proximal boundary, rollover of the hanging wall block extreme (�3 : 1). It is implausible to achieve such an ex-
can create a prominent bounding trough above the break- treme contrast and the observed azimuth range of bright
away fault. Voyager-scale topography is shown as some- ridge faces solely by means of topographic shading, so the
what asymmetric, with the fault geometry implying steeper contrast must result largely from differences in scattering
ridge slopes facing away from the inferred breakaway mar- behavior, specifically albedo. Stereo imaging confirms that
gin. The scale of these blocks is likely controlled by the contrast variations are controlled by topography. ‘‘Voy-
brittle–ductile transition depth, as predicted by the exten- ager-scale’’ and ‘‘Galileo-scale’’ topography are observed
sional necking model (Fink and Fletcher 1981, Grimm and in stereo images, with the ‘‘Galileo-scale’’ of topography
Squyres 1985, Collins et al. 1998a). Galileo-scale ridge and showing both larger and smaller scales of topography.
trough topography is superimposed, with the spacing of Bright material is generally located on ridge crests and
this topography correlated to the local degree of extension, west- and southwest-facing slopes, notably of the large
fault rotation, and thinning of the brittle lithosphere, with Galileo-scale ridges. Dark material accumulates down-
relatively high degrees of extension and thinning envi- slope in the topographic lows between ridges. The broad
sioned in Voyager-scale troughs. Voyager-scale deformation may have an origin by necking

The geometry of fault blocks at depth is highly specula- of Ganymede’s lithosphere, while the finer Galileo-scale
tive, for example as to whether faults are planar or listric of deformation may reflect brittle faulting of the surface
and whether they dip synthetically across the entire groove layer, with additional imbrication of these faults into a

finer wavelength scale in regions of greatest local strain.lane. Galileo-scale topography might be detached along

tilt-block-style normal faulting tilt-block-style normal faulting 
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Characterize Ganymede as a Planetary Object and 
Possible Habitat  

  RIME will constrain the nature of paterae by looking for compositional 
interfaces or absorption characteristic of subsurface cryomagmatic reservoirs. 

  
 

Patera in  
Sippar Sulcus 
 

!
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Characterize Ganymede as a Planetary Object and 
Possible Habitat  

!
  Possible formation mechanisms: refrozen impact melt, post-impact 

diapirism, or rapid uplift of deep material during impact.  
  RIME will differentiate between these hypotheses by searching for 

compositional interfaces produced by melt with differing subsurface 
geometries (blanketed material vs plume shaped) and/or deflected upward 
during post-impact uplift and relaxation.  

 

Central dome  
crater Melkart 
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2.a. Determine the composition of the non-ice material, especially as related to 
habitability (EA) 
 

  Relating the distribution of non-ice material to geological features and 
processes, especially material exchange with the interior. 

 
2.b. Look for liquid water under the most active sites (EB) 
 

  Exploring the icy crust below young and resurfaced areas to look for water 
reservoirs. 

  Determining the minimal thickness of the icy crust on the most active 
regions. 

  Searching for possible active regions on the surface of Europa- 
 

Explore Europa’s Recently Active Zones 
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Explore Europa’s Recently Active Zones 

!
  JUICE flybys of Europa will target Thrace and Thera Macula and Minos Linea. 
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Putative ice flows on Europa 415

Fig. 1. (a) High-resolution image (466669765; 466669778) of Thrace Macula (42! S, 172! W) with inset showing the lobate morphology in a greater scale
(466664413). Low-albedo material around the margin of the feature display patterns which are strongly influenced by pre-existing topography. (b) Fluid-like
smooth material at the flank of a ridge embays irregular topography (15! N, 273! W; 383718613). (c) High-resolution image of smooth material, which
embays irregular topography (374685452).

Fig. 2. Flow-like features with lobate fronts. (a) Flow-like feature appears to be influenced by the ridge (374667300). (b) Flow-like feature does not have
topographic influence (389780563). (c) Flow-like feature appears to be confined by ridges (389780563).

The thickness estimations of flow-like features are espe-
cially difficult due to the limited image resolution. A flow-
like feature may have thicknesses of "200 m, while many
others might be less than 100 m. We emphasize that exact
thickness estimations are not our intention of this work, and
that our conclusions do not depend on the exact values of
flow thicknesses.

3. Numerical model

3.1. Approach

In this paper, we investigate the emplacement patterns of
the flow-like features to constrain the material properties and
the effusion rates. In order to estimate the movement of ice

Thrace Macula 

Miyamoto, Mitri et al. (2005) 
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Putative ice flows on Europa 415

Fig. 1. (a) High-resolution image (466669765; 466669778) of Thrace Macula (42! S, 172! W) with inset showing the lobate morphology in a greater scale
(466664413). Low-albedo material around the margin of the feature display patterns which are strongly influenced by pre-existing topography. (b) Fluid-like
smooth material at the flank of a ridge embays irregular topography (15! N, 273! W; 383718613). (c) High-resolution image of smooth material, which
embays irregular topography (374685452).

Fig. 2. Flow-like features with lobate fronts. (a) Flow-like feature appears to be influenced by the ridge (374667300). (b) Flow-like feature does not have
topographic influence (389780563). (c) Flow-like feature appears to be confined by ridges (389780563).

The thickness estimations of flow-like features are espe-
cially difficult due to the limited image resolution. A flow-
like feature may have thicknesses of "200 m, while many
others might be less than 100 m. We emphasize that exact
thickness estimations are not our intention of this work, and
that our conclusions do not depend on the exact values of
flow thicknesses.

3. Numerical model

3.1. Approach

In this paper, we investigate the emplacement patterns of
the flow-like features to constrain the material properties and
the effusion rates. In order to estimate the movement of ice

Tidal dissipation in convective plumes of Europa and Enceladus 759

commonly invoked mechanism for naturally inducing localized
heating and partial melting within plumes (Sotin et al., 2002;
Tobie et al., 2003).

The Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) on board the Cassini
spacecraft has shown that the south pole of Saturn’s satellite
Enceladus is geologically active (Porco et al., 2006). Cassini
Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) data show that the
south polar regions are warmer (between 114 and 157 K)
(Spencer et al., 2006) than surrounding regions (!70–80 K).
CIRS data suggest that the current thermal emission from the
south polar terrains is 3 to 7 GW (Spencer et al., 2006). A plume
of water vapor and small icy particles has been observed at the
south polar regions (Spahn et al., 2006; Waite et al., 2006).
Porco et al. (2006) proposed that subsurface reservoirs of liq-
uid can erupt through vents and produce the observed plumes.
Moreover, Porco et al. suggested that the processes producing
the observed heating might result in local regions with higher
temperatures, leading to subsurface reservoir of liquid water.
Likewise, an ascending diapir, perhaps aided by localized tidal
heating, may help explain the active south polar regions of
Enceladus (Nimmo and Pappalardo, 2006).

However, the hypothesis that enhanced tidal heating can oc-
cur within a convective plume has not been rigorously tested.
To date, models of tidal heating in heterogeneous systems have
focused primarily on shear heating along pre-existing linear
fractures (Gaidos and Nimmo, 2000; Nimmo and Gaidos, 2002;
Nimmo et al., 2007). In this scenario, the lithosphere is divided
into two mechanically distinct plates by the fracture. This me-
chanical separation into two distinct plates implies that if the
fracture zone is sufficiently weaker than the surrounding ice, the
tidal deformation (and hence the tidal heating) can focus almost
completely along the fracture, with minimal deformation occur-
ring in the plates themselves. Because warmer ice is softer, this
promotes a strong positive feedback, wherein enhanced tidal
heating along the fracture leads to increased temperature, fur-
ther weakening (i.e., decreased viscosity), and hence runaway
increases in tidal heating along the fracture.

In contrast, warm, ascending convective plumes are sur-
rounded on all sides by colder, stiffer ice. Because of this
geometric confinement, the amplitude of total tidal deforma-
tion within a warm plume cannot become greatly enhanced
within the plume as it can along a fracture separating two dis-
tinct plates. Thus, the positive feedback that enhances the tidal
heating along pre-existing fractures (Nimmo and Gaidos, 2002)
is ruled out for a convective plume. Indeed, linear elastic cal-
culations of a stressed mechanical plate containing a circular
hole show that the stress becomes enhanced by only a factor of
several at the edge of the hole (Mal and Singh, 1991, p. 221).
This argument hints that, analogously, a convective plume with
a circular cross-section might have a rate of tidal dissipation
enhanced by only a factor of several relative to the surrounding
ice. However, in an ice shell subjected to cyclical tidal stress,
the tidal heating rate is determined not only by the absolute
amplitude of tidal flexing and stress over a tidal cycle but by
the phase shift between the cyclically varying stress and strain
rate. One must therefore solve the full viscoelastic problem to

Fig. 1. The model examines a two-dimensional horizontal section of a convec-
tive ice shell representing a cross section through a vertically oriented convec-
tive plume.

determine whether dissipation in a convective plume becomes
enhanced relative to that in the surroundings.

Despite the lack of definitive calculations clarifying this is-
sue, most authors of icy-satellite convection papers have simply
assumed that the tidal heating rate is strongly dependent on the
local temperature according to the predictions of the incom-
pressible, homogeneous (zero-dimensional) Maxwell material
(Wang and Stevenson, 2000; Sotin et al., 2002; Tobie et al.,
2003; Showman and Han, 2004; Mitri and Showman, 2005).
This zero-dimensional model generally predicts a maximum of
dissipation for flexing periods !"1 # "/µ, where ! is the fre-
quency of the tidal flexing of the ice shell and " and µ are the
viscosity and the shear modulus of the ice, respectively. How-
ever, it is unclear whether this formulation is relevant to the
heterogeneous situation of a warm plume surrounded by cold
ice.

To determine whether concentrated dissipation can occur
in convective plumes, we develop a two-dimensional model
to compute the volumetric dissipation rate for a Maxwellian
viscoelastic compressible material. We apply the model to Eu-
ropa and Enceladus and investigate the consequences for partial
melting and resurfacing processes on these bodies.

2. Model

The model examines a two-dimensional horizontal section
of a convective ice shell representing a cross section through
a vertically oriented convective plume (Fig. 1). In this geome-
try, the cross section through an upwelling (or a downwelling)
in the ice shell is represented as a disk. The disk is embedded
in an unbounded material (matrix). Although convective sys-
tems generally contain multiple plumes, high-Rayleigh num-
ber convection simulations show that plumes widths are gen-
erally much smaller than the distance between plumes, so it
is reasonable to proceed by considering an isolated plume.
While this is probably a better assumption for Europa than
Enceladus, several authors have advanced the hypothesis that
a regionalized hot thermal plume or diaper may reside un-

be porous. This weak ice can then be disrupted by transient pressure
from below, by diurnal tides, by wedging in freezing cracks or by
interactions with translating blocks, eventually breaking down into
the observed impurity-rich matrix1,3,7,18. This mechanism will convert
plains material into matrix without requiring thermodynamically
unlikely surface melt (see, for example, refs 10, 18).

Conamara Chaos is not only elevated above the background terrain,
but also contains matrix domes that are in some places higher than
blocks9,18 (Fig. 1). This observationwas initially interpreted as resulting
from the coalescence of multiple warm ice diapirs9. However,
Conamara Chaos’s continuity and nearly unbroken margin is more
consistent with a single source of disruption. The lens-collapse model
implies that brines are injected into former plains material as the ice
fractures (Supplementary Fig. 6), while increased water pressure from
the lens freezing raises the saturation level within the permeablematrix
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Figure 1 | Conamara Chaos is dominated by long-wavelength topography.
The region’s (8u N, 274u W) topography was analysed by filtering a DEM
(Digital Elevation Map) produced through a combined stereo
photogrammetric and photoclinometric method (Supplementary Information
section 1). The DEM has a spatial resolution of 180m per pixel, and height
accuracy of 20m. Colour indicates topographic heights relative to the
background terrain. a, Conamara Chaos. The area boxed in white (bottom left)
indicates the locations of the top, middle and bottom insets shown right. Insets
show, top to bottom, the short-wavelength (,20 km), absolute, and long-
wavelength (.20 km) topographic signals produced by the DEM filtering.
b, c, North–south (b) and east–west (c) topographic profiles of a typical dome-
like matrix swell. Solid lines, the DEM; dashed and dashed-dot lines, the long-
and short-wavelength topography, respectively. The profiles are offset in
elevation for clarity and vertical exaggeration is 40:1. Overall, the topography is
characterized by highs within the disaggregated ice matrix and lows at large

polygonal block-like icebergs. Conamara Chaos appears to have completely
disrupted the ice fringedby its boundary scarp, and to have thickened relative to
the background terrain. Matrix ‘domes’ reach heights typically of 200m. These
domes can entrain or tilt some smaller blocks. Large blocks represent the lowest
points within the region, with heights equivalent to or up to 100m below the
background elevation. On average, the entire region is raised by ,100m.
Comparing insets in a, the short-wavelength topography has little spatial
variation, while the spatial patterns of the DEM and long-wavelength
topography are similar, demonstrating that the long-wavelength signal
contributes strongly to ConamaraChaos’s heterogeneous topography. That the
highest topography is (1) rounded in shape and (2) located within or
‘controlled’ by matrix swells, indicates that water injection within the matrix
and subsequent freezing is responsible for topographic heterogeneities within
mature chaos terrain.
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Figure 2 | TheraMacula is a region of likely active chaos production above a
large liquid water lens. The image of There Macula was produced using
photoclinometry (Supplementary Information section 1) of Galileo images
with illumination from the north (N) and 220m per pixel resolution. Colour
indicates topographic heights relative to background terrain. The region (50u S,
180uW) exhibits Conamara-like icebergs and dark matrix. The centre of Thera
Macula is sunken below the background terrain (denoted here by pale green) by
up to,800m just outside a large semi-circular northern subsiding province
(NS), and shows evidence for thickening of matrix in its southern chaotic
terrain (SC), which is elevated above the background terrain by up to,800m.
Despite the distinct difference between themorphologies of the NS and the SC,
they share a nearly continuous circular scarp boundary (red and black arrows),
suggesting that they formed from a common subsurface disruption. BlocksA, B
andC are calving at reactivated pre-existing fractures.Within theNS, the platy-
blocks appear bent, presumably by basal thinning and subsidence, and the edge
of the NS appears ready to break or is being thinned (red arrow). Tall scarps
(black arrows) either cast shadows (southern facing)within the region’s interior
or have bright faces (northern facing), demonstrating the relatively low-lying
nature of the centre of TheraMacula. To the lower right, an older band or ridge
complex interrupted by the disruption of Thera Macula appears to be swelling
along its ridge-like lineations, consistent with brine infiltration and refreeze
(blue arrow). The still sunken topography of Thera Macula is indicative of
subsurface water.
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(Fig. 3d). This now brash ice eventually swells in response to thermal
expansion of freezing brines that fill its once empty pores and cracks.
The thickening of brine-infiltrated ice will raise chaos terrains above
undisrupted blocks of background terrain and form matrix domes, as
confirmed by our analysis of the detailed topography of Conamara
Chaos (Fig. 1; Supplementary Information section 1).
Whereas block morphology and motion3,11 chronicle chaos

kinematics, matrix preserves a record of its thermodynamics and
Europa’s ice rheology. The addition of aminimumof 940 km3 of liquid
water into the matrix is required to produce the average height of
Conamara Chaos (Supplementary Information section 3); this is
probably only a small fraction of the lens required to produce such a
large feature. Also, the stability of any floating ice block to toppling
within thematrix depends strongly on its shape27,28; rectangular blocks
are stable against toppling for aspect ratios (thickness to width) below
,1.4 (ref. 28). The smallest tilting blocks at Conamara Chaos thus give
us an estimate of the depth to liquid water when they formed. The
smallest upright but tilting (conditionally stable) blocks are ,2 km
wide11, and thus ,2.8 km thick, providing an estimate of the brittle

layer’s thickness and theminimumdepth of water lenses. Ice block and
matrix dome heights within Conamara Chaos (Fig. 1) are consistent
with 10–35% ice porosity for reasonable brine densities (Supplemen-
tary Information section 3).
Most importantly, the lens-collapse model developed here makes

testable predictions: whereas swelling matrix indicates lens freeze-out,
liquid watermay be foundwhere the surface subsides and blocks ‘float’
above the matrix. At Thera Macula, we are probably witnessing
active chaos formation (Fig. 2). The large concentric fracture system
encircling TheraMacula resembles those of collapsing ice cauldrons19,20

(Supplementary Fig. 4), and, given the absence of a continuous moat,
suggests that subsurface melt and ice disaggregation is forming Thera
Macula, rather than the collapse of a dome29. Topographic contrast
indicates that the rapid freeze of matrix is occurring at the region’s
south, but surface slopes, ice blocks and incomplete break-up to the
north indicates that the lens below TheraMacula was liquid at the time
of the Galileo encounter. Today, a melt lens of 20,000–60,000 km3 of
liquid water probably lies below Thera Macula; this equates to at least
the estimated combined volume of the Great Lakes (Supplementary
Information section 3). Although it is unclear how rapidly the break-
up of Thera Macula took place, such a volume would take ,105–
106 years to freeze. Surface modification should be extensive just after
the collapse and persist as long as the lens is mostly liquid, such that
Thera Macula may have noticeable changes between the Galileo
encounter and the present day. Such features can be well understood
by coupled topographic and subsurface imaging30.
The existence of globally distributed chaos terrain1,2 argues that

pervasive shallow subsurface water has existed and continues to exist
within Europa’s icy shell; surface draw down at TheraMacula suggests
that it exists within 3 km of the surface. The lens-collapse model pre-
sented here explains previously discrepant observations of chaos
(refs 10, 18; Supplementary Information section 4). Our work predicts
that it is the scale of ascending plumes and local surface geology that
produces diverse chaos morphologies, and thus our model may be
extended to other features, such as Murias Chaos, as well as pits and
domes. Our analyses suggest that ice–water dynamics are active
today on Europa, sustaining large liquid lakes perched in the shallow
subsurface.
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Figure 3 | A new hypothesis for chaos formation. a, An ascending thermal
plume in the subsurface approaches the pressure-melting eutectic point of the
overlying impure brittle ice. b, Melting causes surface subsidence that
hydraulically confines water, and produces tensile cracks. This behaviour is
governed by the relationship19,20

+wb~ rw{ri! "g+zpzgri+zs !1"

where wb is the fluid potential at the lens base (initially the plume head), ri and
rw are the densities of ice and water, and zp and zs are the elevations of the base
and the surface relative to the geoid, respectively. The slope factor, ri/(rw2ri),
which is dependent on the impurity content of the ice andwater, determines the
relative importance of the surface and basal slopes in controlling the direction
of water flow. Equation (1) requires that the melt form a lens-shaped pocket
with finite effective pressure due to the plume below and overburden from the
ice above, unless the slope over the lens is ri/(rw2ri) times steeper (and in the
opposite sense) than the surface slopewithin the depression.Ultimately the lens
top must reach hydraulic equilibrium between the melt volume and the melt-
induced depression overlying it. c, Hydrofracture from the melt lens calves ice
blocks,while fracture and brine infiltration forma granularmatrix.d, Refreezing
of the melt lens and freezing of now brine-rich matrix raises the chaos feature
above surrounding terrain, and can cause domes to form between blocks and
at margins. Note also that the topography at chaos margins can depend both
on the ice type at the margin as well as the direction of the ice collapse.
Where deep fractures of blocks define the margin, steep scarps are expected,
whereas boundaries defined by matrix (or shallow fractures) will warp into a
dome.
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Coverage at Callisto 
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  Mass wasted Callisto terrain, with illustration of regolith/sublimation-lag 
formation.  

  RIME will determine the thickness of these deposits and characterize the 
transition to “intact” crust below. 
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